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Background: Insulin resistance (IR) is a pathological condition in which cells fail to respond normally to
insulin. IR has been associated with multiple conditions, including chronic pain. Fibromyalgia (FM) is one
of the common generalized chronic painful conditions with an incidence rate affecting 3% to 6% of
the population. Substantial interest and investigation into FM continue to generate many hypotheses.
The relationship between IR and FM has not been explored. IR is known to cause abnormalities in the
cerebral microvasculature, leading to focal hypoperfusion. IR also has been shown to cause cognitive
impairment in FM patients, as in parkinsonism. As demonstrated by advanced imaging methods, similar
brain perfusion abnormalities occur in the brain of patients with FM as with IR.
Objectives: To determine the potential association between FM and IR.
Setting: Subspecialty pain medicine clinics.
Study Design: Observational cross-sectional study.
Methods: Laboratory data was extracted through a retrospective review of medical records from
patients who had met the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for FM. The Hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c) values from 33 patients with FM were compared with the means of the glycated HbA1c
levels of 2 control populations. In addition, established indices of IR [Quantitative Insulin Sensitivity
Check Index (QUICKI) and the Homeostatic Model Assessment of Insulin Resistance (HOMA-IR)]
were calculated in a subgroup of patients in whom the analytes necessary for these calculations
were available. To assess for confounding factors, the associations between HbA1c, QUICKI, HOMAIR, fasting insulin levels, and glucose, after controlling for age, were explored by multiple analyses of
variance with relation to gender and ethnicity.
Results: We found an association between IR and FM that was independent of age, gender, and
ethnicity. We found that patients with FM belong to a distinct population that can be segregated
from the control groups by their HbA1c levels, a surrogate marker of IR. This was demonstrated by
analyzing the data after introducing an age correction into a linear regression model. This strategy
showed significant differences between patients with FM and control subjects (P < 0.0001 and P =
0.0002, for 2 separate control populations, respectively). A subgroup analysis using the QUICKI and
HOMA-IR showed that all patients with FM in this subgroup (100%) exhibited laboratory abnormalities
pointing to IR.
Limitations: Small observational cross-sectional study. There are also intrinsic limitations that are
attributed to cross-sectional studies.
Conclusion: The association demonstrated in this study warrant further investigation, including the
pursuit of randomized, double-blind clinical trials to determine the effect of improving insulin sensitivity
in FM related pain scores. Such studies could unveil a potential pathogenetic relationship between FM,
central pain, and IR. Based on these initial findings, we present the hypothesis that IR may underlie
pathological mechanisms leading to central pain. If confirmed, this may lead to a paradigm shift in the
management of central pain.
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I

nsulin resistance (IR) is defined clinically as the inability
of a known quantity of exogenous or endogenous
insulin to increase glucose uptake utilization in an
individual as much as it does in a normal population
(1,2). Joslin (3) in 1916 recognized hyperglycemic
situations after infectious diseases, painful conditions
such as gallstones, and trauma. Eight years later, in
1924, Rabinowitch observed that diabetic patients
needed more insulin during infection (4). During the
same period in 1920, Pemberton and Foster described
impaired glucose regulation in soldiers with arthritis (5).
Root (6) in 1929 coined the term “insulin resistance” (IR)
to describe the presence of an inadequately high need
for insulin in different diseases. Over the last century,
IR was found in conditions such as diabetes mellitus,
obesity, infection, sepsis, arthritis of various types,
systemic lupus erythematosus, ankylosing spondylitis,
trauma, postoperative pain, migraine, schizophrenia,
major depression, and mental stress, to name the most
important (2). In the 1950s, combined glucose and insulin
tests demonstrated IR in chronic inflammatory diseases,
such as rheumatoid arthritis (6-8).
Evolving work in rheumatology and chronic pain
has recognized IR in many pain conditions, including
migraine, neuropathic pain, and multiple other conditions leading to chronic pain (9-13). Also, IR is associated
with dementia in patients with Parkinson’s disease and
cognitive impairment with fibromyalgia (FM) (14,15).
FM is a painful syndrome characterized by central
pain, manifested as chronic widespread musculoskeletal pain, stiffness, and multiple tender points as
defined by the International Association for the Study
of Pain (IASP) (16). FM involves disordered afferent
processing with central sensitization and a heightened
pain response (17-22). Thus, FM is defined as a “central sensitization syndrome”, characterized by central
sensitization or central “brain” pain (17,18). While
widespread pain is the defining characteristic of FM,
the disorder is frequently associated with depression,
fatigue, sleep disturbances, and disability, which essentially contribute to the usual physical inactivity (23,24).
Patients with FM often complain of memory, concentration and attention deficits, which in some patients
are severe enough to be referred to as “fibro-fog” or
“brain fog” (17-26). In fact, neuropsychological studies
in FM have shown deficits affecting various cognitive
domains (17,18,20,21,25,26).
The lack of understanding of the etiology and
pathogenesis of FM leads to difficult management of
these patients. In addition, patients with FM commonly
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have an elevated prevalence of overweight or obesity
(27), diabetes mellitus (28), and metabolic syndrome
(29). Previous studies have shown that IR may increase
the risk of cognitive impairment not only in diabetes
mellitus (30,31), but also in Alzheimer’s disease (32,33),
Parkinson’s disease (14), migraine (9), obesity (27,34),
women (35), and FM (15). In a study of IR as a possible
risk factor for cognitive impairment in FM patients,
Fava et al (15) showed that IR was present in 79% of
the patients of whom 23% also had impaired glucose
tolerance, 4% newly diagnosed with diabetes mellitus,
and 52% IR only. Experimental evidence showed a correlative relationship between chronic pain and IR in
Zucker fatty rats; this model showed a bidirectional relationship between pain and IR (11). The investigators
postulated that a decreased expression of insulin receptors in skeletal muscle innervated by the injured nerve is
one of the underlying mechanisms (11). García et al (13)
also showed fructose-induced IR as a model of neuropathic pain in rats. They demonstrated that IR induced
by fructose reproduced several aspects of neuropathic
pain, suggesting that nociceptive hypersensitivity in
this model is due to the modulation of several ionic
channels as the primary afferent neurons. Advanced
imaging methods have shown that IR leads to dysfunctions in the brain microcirculation, resulting in cerebral
hypoperfusion (34). It is interesting to note that focal
deficits in brain perfusion have also been observed in
advanced imaging of patients with FM (35). Pappolla
et al (36) recently published a preliminary report suggested IR as a possible cause of FM. They showed that
a subgroup of patients who had undergone treatment
with metformin experienced improvements in their
widespread myofascial pain (see Disclosure).
FM is among the most frequent generalized chronic pain disorders (23,24,37,38). The literature shows
that approximately 10% to 12% of the general population has widespread chronic pain (37,38), whereas FM
affects 3% to 6% of the population (23,24,37,38). FM
may also be associated with many other disorders, including spinal pathology, inflammatory bowel disease,
diabetes, obesity, and metabolic syndrome (27,28). FM
is often exacerbated by multiple stressors and psychological components, which may be part of the disorder
itself (39-42). However, there is no disease-modifying
treatment for FM. Thus far, numerous modalities of
treatments are available for symptomatic improvement, but pain relief is not achieved in a significant
proportion of patients despite pharmacological and
non-pharmacological approaches available (43-47).
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Therefore, the economic burden of other painful musculoskeletal conditions, excluding neck and back pain,
are enormous and have been shown to be the second
most common condition with expenditures of $129.8
billion in 2016, an increase of 35% from 2013 of $95.9
billion (48,49). These patients have a higher prevalence
of back and neck pain, in addition to FM (39), further
increasing the economic burden of FM (50-52).
FM is hypothesized to be a central sensitivity
pain disorder primarily characterized by pathological
processing of nociceptive stimuli (53). Numerous hypotheses have been put forth to explain the extensive
and diverse array of symptoms, including inherited
abnormalities (54), dysfunction of neurotransmitters
pathways such as substance P (54,55), immune dysregulation (55-57), and several other theories (55); however,
the pathophysiology of FM remains an enigma. The
literature also shows that IR causes focal cerebral hypoperfusion (34), and focal cerebral hypoperfusion is
present in patients with FM (35). This mechanism leads
to our hypothesis that IR may be associated with the
pathophysiologic basis of FM. Links to IR were previously demonstrated in patients having FM with cognitive dysfunction and in patients with chronic pain of
various etiologies, including migraine (36). The previously shown relationship between IR and FM and the
improvement of myofascial pain with metformin encouraged us to undertake this retrospective study to
strengthen our findings by enlarging the sample and
incorporating additional markers of IR in a subgroup of
patients with FM (36).

2.

3.

disorders in FM (i.e., “rheumatoid arthritis with
FM,” etc.) (58).
Patients on medications that could worsen IR,
such as glucocorticoids, thiazide diuretics, betablockers, and antipsychotics.
Patients with Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) determinations performed only by point of care (POC)
methodology.

Several studies have reported an association between small fiber neuropathy and FM (59,60). For this
reason, many patients with FM in our clinics routinely
undergo a laboratory workup for peripheral neuropathy, which includes HbA1c values and, less frequently,
fasting insulin levels.
The HbA1c values from 33 patients with FM
(17 Hispanic; 10 White; 6 African American) were
compared with the means of the HbA1c levels of 2
populations used as controls. One population consisted of nondiabetic individuals with normal glucose
tolerance (obtained from the Framingham Offspring
Study (FOS) NGT) for ages shown in Fig. 1. The sec-

Methods
Sample Description
All patients with FM, were patients in a subspecialty pain medicine clinic located in Houston, Texas. A
retrospective review of medical records was performed
independently by 2 authors (MAP and FA). We selected
patients who had widespread myofascial pain and had
met the 1990, as well as the 2010/2011 American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for FM diagnosis
(i.e., we retained tender points in the evaluation), for
further analysis, after excluding the following patients:
1. Patients with comorbid disorders that could cause
chronic multifocal pain through other mechanisms
such as rheumatoid arthritis, other inflammatory
rheumatological arthropathies, lupus, and autoimmune diseases. The latest 2016 ACR criteria for FM
diagnosis allows for the inclusion of such comorbid
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Fig. 1. HbA1c values in 33 patients with FM (17 Hispanic;
10 White; 6 African American) were compared with the
means of a nondiabetic population with normal glucose
tolerance (obtained from the Framingham Offspring
Study) and a nondiabetic group from the NHANES study.
Regression lines are shown with shaded 95% confidence
regions. FOS NGT and NHANES nondiabetic HbA1c
include scatterplots of published mean values for each age
region, and while FM includes a scatterplot of measures
from individual patients (several overlap in values). The
regression estimates that FM HbA1c averages .54 +/- .08
(mean +/-SE) units higher than FOS NGT (P < 0.0001),
and .34 +/- .08 units higher than NHANES nondiabetic
patients, P = 0.0001.
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ond population consisted of the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) nondiabetic
dataset obtained from the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC). Descriptions of these control populations have
been published (61).
All laboratory investigations were performed by
independent Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act
(CLIA) accredited laboratories (62) and included routine
chemistry panels, HbA1c (n = 33), and fasting insulin
levels (n = 13). As controls for the HbA1c results, we
used the values obtained from individuals enrolled in
the FOS (63). Although available in our clinics, we also
excluded patients studied by POC methodology. The
reasons for this are as follows: 1-The CLIA accreditation
requires the inclusion of internal and external control
samples for testing, normal and abnormal, and provides a more reliable range for interpretation of abnormal results. 2-Inclusion of internal control samples from
healthy patients in the same community is required by
CLIA and assayed in the same manner as the patient
specimens; therefore, this obviates the inclusion of
internal control samples obtained from our clinics,
a challenging endeavor in a subspecialty clinical setting. 3-Normal and abnormal external quality control
samples are also required, which allow for meaningful
interlaboratory comparisons of our results.
In 13 patients with FM, we had sufficient information to calculate the quantitative insulin sensitivity
check index (QUICKI) (64) and the homeostatic model
assessment for IR (HOMA-IR) (65).

Statistical Analysis
To formally compare the HbA1c measures in patients with FM to the FOS NGT and NHANES nondiabetic
data published in Table 1 of Pani et al (61) (while realistically characterizing the variation contributed from
these patients), we generated simulated sets of HbA1c
data to emulate the FOS NGT and NHANES source
populations in Table 1. From Pani et al.’s data (61), the
values for each age group for N, mean, and standard
error over the age range from 40 to 69 years, were used
Table 1. Differences in HbA1c among groups, per Tukeyadjusted differences from regression model.

Estimate

SE

P-value

NHANES Nondiabetic FOS NGT

0.20

0.02

< 0.0001

FM - FOS NGT

0.54

0.08

< 0.0001

FM - NHANES Nondiabetic

0.34

0.08

0.0001
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as the basis of estimates of the standard deviation (we
estimated the corresponding standard deviation as the
product of the standard error and square root of N for
each age group), separately for FOS NGT and NHANES
nondiabetic groups. Per these means and standard
deviations, we produced a random normally distributed data set to simulate the source population of the
data. We verified that the means and standard errors
of the simulated data agreed well with the values in
the tables over each age range; estimates of the means
were within 0.1%, and standard errors were within 4%.
We paired the simulated FOS NGT and NHANES HbA1c
source control data with HbA1c measures in patients
with FM, and then we used linear regression to model
the association between HbA1c with age and group
(simulated FOS HGT patients (n = 1350), simulated
NHANES nondiabetic patients (n = 1592), and patients
with FM (n = 33). Tukey (66) estimated adjusted differences among the groups. A model was also considered,
which included an interaction between age and group;
however, this yielded a worse model due to increased
Akaike Information Criterion (67) as well as a lack of
significance of the interaction term.
To assess the associations between HbA1c, QUICKI,
HOMA-IR, fasting insulin levels, glucose, with gender
and ethnicity, controlling for age, each factor was modeled by multiple analysis of variance with relation to
gender, ethnicity, and age. We used the R statistical
software for the analyses (R Core Team, 2020, version
3.6.3). Catseye plots utilized the catseyes package
(68,69). All tests assumed a 95% level of confidence,
with a = .05.

Ethics Statement
This study consisted of a retrospective review of
anonymized medical records and was determined to
be exempt from review according to US regulation 45
CFR §46.104 Category #4. This determination was made
by an independent accredited Investigational Review
Board (IntegReview, Austin, TX).

Results
Most patients afflicted with FM were segregated
from 2 control groups by its HbA1c values, a surrogate
marker of IR. Most importantly, and unique to our
research, we analyzed the data for the HbA1c after
having introduced an age covariate adjustment into a
linear regression model; this approach revealed highly
significant differences between the patients and the
controls (P < 0.0001 and P = 0.0001, for 2 separate
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control populations, respectively). The reasons for this
approach to the analysis are explained in the Discussion
section of this paper.
The regression relating HbA1c to group (FM
HbA1c, FOS NGT, NHANES nondiabetic), summarized in
Table 1 and Fig. 1, showed that patients with FM average .54 units of A1c higher than FOS NGT, P < .0001,
and that patients with FM average .34 units higher
than NHANES nondiabetic, P = .0001.

Analyses of variance relating HbA1c, QUICKI,
HOMA-IR, fasting insulin levels, and fasting glucose to
gender and ethnicity found no significant evidence of
association, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In 13 patients with FM, we calculated the QUICKI and
HOMA-IR indexes. All 13 patients with FM had at least
one abnormal value pointing to IR (i.e., QUICKI, or HOMA,
or HbA1c). In this subgroup, there were 4 patients with
HbA1c below 5.6% (Table 2), but each of these 4 patients

Fig. 2. Associations
between HbA1c,
QUICKI, HOMAIR, fasting insulin
levels, fasting glucose,
and ACR FM scores
(central pain scores)
with gender and
ethnicity. Predictions
from analysis of
variance models are
shown as catseye plots
(22, 23) which illustrate
the normal distribution
of the model-adjusted
means with shaded
+/- standard error
intervals, together with
scatter plots of the raw
measures (randomly
jittered horizontally for
clarity), and with F-test
P-values of associations
with gender and
ethnicity. There was no
significant evidence of
an association between
the abnormalities
discovered with gender
or ethnicity.
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Table 2. Markers in IR in 13 cases of FM.

Case
1

Age

G

HbA1c

Insulin

Gluc

QUICKI

HOMA

Central Pain Score

35

F

5.3

15.2

105.4

0.31

4

10

2

51

F

5.7

4.5

93

0.38

1

Not avail

3

61

F

5.8

62.5

93

0.27

14.4

Not avail

4

53

F

6

4.7

85

0.38

1

18

5

62

F

5.7

20.6

97

0.3

4.9

15

6

37

M

5.8

12.8

99

0.32

3.1

17

7

55

F

5.4

39

100

0.28

9.6

15

8

41

F

5.3

17.5

114

0.23

4.9

30

9

43

M

6

13

93

0.32

3

17

10

19

F

5.4

9.4

83

0.35

1.9

17
Not avail

11

43

F

6.1

16

105

0.31

4.1

12

57

F

6.9

18.5

144

0.29

6.6

18

13

65

M

5.7

23.7

97

0.3

5.7

13

Values of HbA1c, QUICKI and HOMA-IR in 13 patients with FM. All 13 patients with FM had at least one abnormal value pointing to IR (i.e.,
QUICKI, HOMA, or HbA1c). In this subgroup, there were 4 patients with HbA1c below 5.6%, but each of these 4 patients showed abnormal
QUICKI and HOMA indices, consistent with IR. Conversely, 2 patients with normal QUICKI and HOMA values showed abnormal levels of
HbA1c. G: Gender.

showed abnormal QUICKI or HOMA-IR indices, consistent
with IR. Conversely, 2 patients with normal QUICKI and
HOMA values showed abnormal levels of HbA1c.

Discussion
In this study, we confirmed that most patients
afflicted with FM belong to a distinct group that can
be separated from 2 control populations by its HbA1c
values, a surrogate marker of IR. The introduction of
an age adjustment into the linear regression model
showed significant differences between patients with
FM and control patients. This is important because a
large proportion of patients with FM showed HbA1c
values considered to be “normal” under current American Diabetes Association (ADA) guidelines (70) (equal
or less than 5.6%). However, controlling for the age
association with HBA1c disclosed significant differences
between the groups (patients with FM versus controls).
The regression relating HbA1c to group (FM HbA1c,
FOS NGT, NHANES nondiabetic), summarized in Table 1
and Fig. 1, showed that patients with FM average .54
units of HbA1c higher than FOS NGT, P < .0001, and
that patients with FM average .34 units higher than
NHANES nondiabetic, P = .0001. It can be visually appreciated in Fig. 1, without sophisticated calculations,
that most patients with FM fall at or above the mean of
the control patients.
As shown in Table 2, we discovered that by using
the QUICKI and HOMA-IR indexes, when assessed along
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with HbA1c, that 13 of 13 patients with FM (100%) fell
outside the normal range currently used in clinical practice for at least one of these 3 tests used in combination
(no age correction necessary). In this small sample, all
patients with FM showed IR. A caveat that we would
like to emphasize is that due to the small number of
patients in the subgroup used for the QUICKI AND
HOMA-IR calculations, this finding should only be taken
as preliminary and as a hypothesis-generating observation. However, if the predictive power of this simple
panel (HbA1c, QUICKI, HOMA-IR) is confirmed in larger
samples, it may represent a simple, objective laboratory
assessment metric in support of a FM diagnosis.
As shown in Fig. 2, analyses of variance relating
HbA1c, QUICKI, HOMA-IR, fasting insulin levels, and
fasting glucose to gender and ethnicity found no significant evidence of an association, suggesting that
the abnormal results are independent of gender and
ethnicity. This is another important point because of
the higher HbA1c mean values observed in African
Americans (71) and Hispanics (72).

Validity of the Markers Used to Identify IR
The “gold standard” to assess IR is the euglycemic
clamp method, which produces a steady-state level
of exogenous hyperinsulinemia employing a primed
and continuous insulin infusion (73). However, this
test is cumbersome, time-consuming, and only rarely
performed in clinical or research settings. Instead,
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indirect markers for IR are commonly used, including
the HOMA-IR index, QUICKI, HbA1c, and various others. Several investigators reported the QUICKI as one
preferred method to measure IR in clinical research
settings (74). Briefly, this is an empirical mathematical
transformation of fasting blood glucose and plasma
insulin that gives reliable and exact assessments of IR
(75). It is expressed as the inverse of the sum of the
logarithms of the fasting glucose and the fasting insulin level: 1 / (log(fasting insulin μU/mL) + log(fasting
glucose mg/dL)). This index correlates closely with the
glucose clamp method (71). Values typically associated
with the QUICKI are between 0.45 for healthy patients
and 0.30 in diabetes (lower numbers indicate higher
IR). The HOMA-IR (65), on the other hand, is used to
evaluate IR with the formula (fasting serum insulin x
glycemia /405). Values of less than 1.0 are considered
optimal and above 1.9 indicative of IR.
Measurements of HbA1c, a commonly used determination in clinical practice, correlate closely with
other surrogate markers of IR (76). In a study of the relationship between HbA1c and measures of IR, Borai et
al (76) assessed the correlation between HbA1c and IR
as measured by a variety of different indices in patients
from across the glycemic spectrum. Their results indicated that HbA1c is a “simple and reliable marker of
IR” even in adults with normal glucose tolerance tests
and relatively high insulin sensitivity (76). In another
study designed to identify IR among apparently healthy
individuals, Saha and Schwarz (77) similarly concluded
that “HbA1c is a clinically useful and simple index for
predicting the concomitant presence of IR”. Osei et al
(78) examined the impact of different levels of HbA1c
on insulin sensitivity and found a strong correlation
between the HOMA and HbA1c. Specifically, this study
reported that the HOMA was significantly correlated
with HbA1c (P < 0.01) higher in tertile 3 (3.62 +/- 0.26)
than in tertile 1 (2.6 +/- 0.21) of HbA1c and tertile 2
(2.55 +/- 0.31) of HbA1c.

How Could IR Cause FM?
An association does not prove causation. However,
it is the first step in generating a hypothesis for further
study. With this caveat in mind, we would like to propose the hypothesis that hypoperfusion in the thalamus, insula, and other brain regions associated with
the pain experience, contributes to central pain. Prior
research has shown that IR leads to dysfunctions in the
brain microcirculation, causing cerebral hypoperfusion
(34). Interestingly, focal deficits in brain perfusion have
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been observed in advanced imaging of patients with
FM (35). Thus, our working hypothesis is that IR is the
missing link in the pathophysiology of FM.
Previous investigations may have overlooked this
association because roughly half of the patients with
FM exhibit HbA1c levels that are presently considered
to be “normal” by current ADA guidelines. This is the
first time that HbA1c values are interpreted in the
context of patients’ age. Therefore, a value of 5.3% in
a younger individual, considered “normal” by current
ADA guidelines, may be associated with IR. Additional
reasons are that markers of IR, such as the QUICKI and
HOMA-IR, are not commonly obtained in the clinical
workup of patients with chronic pain or FM.
The association between FM and IR is interesting
because it may provide an explanation for central
(“brain”) pain mechanisms in other painful disorders
(79). FM has also been linked to small fiber neuropathy (SFN), a co-morbidity present in at least 50% of
patients with this condition (59,60). Generally, it is
difficult to determine the contribution of SFN to the
totality of the patients’ pain experience. IR is a frequent cause of peripheral neuropathy and SFN. After
reviewing the scientific literature on FM and SFN, we
noticed that most of the FM studies did not include a
determination of HbA1c levels or other markers of IR.
Instead, other less sensitive methods were used (i.e.,
oral glucose tolerance tests). For example, see Oaklander et al (59).
Importantly, credit should be given to other investigators who have previously proposed similar mechanisms in the pathogenesis of FM. Tishler et al (80) discovered that FM occurred more frequently in patients
with diabetes mellitus type 2 than in control patients
(18% vs. 2%) and proposed an association between
these disorders. Similarly, Yanmaz et al (28) independently published comparable results in patients with
FM and diabetes. Fava et al (15) demonstrated that
IR was a risk factor for cognitive impairment with FM.
However, the abnormalities detected in their published
patients were present only in patients with cognitive
impairment. An important observation in the study
by Fava et al (15) was that the association between IR
and the risk of developing cognitive impairment was
independent of the body mass index and waist-to-hip
ratio of the patients. This suggests that IR in FM may
not simply reflect an inconsequential connection with
increased body mass index, often present in patients
with FM (27). Again, these issues are all worthy of further investigation.
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Conclusion
Several neurological disorders are increasingly
linked to IR (81-83), and FM may be one additional condition. Our data suggests a tight association between
IR and FM, but do not provide information as to which
are cause or consequence. Therefore, further research
is warranted. Randomized clinical trials of agents that
enhance insulin sensitivity in FM should be pursued as
the next rational step to advance this hypothesis. In this
regard, it will be important to determine if treatment of
IR leads not only to improvement in pain scores in FM,
but also to correction of brain perfusion abnormalities.
Confirmation of such a mechanism may translate into a
paradigm shift in FM treatment and result in improved
management.
Finally, it is essential to highlight that FM represents a spectrum disorder (79,84,85). Many patients
with chronic pain suffer from generalized central
(brain) pain, but do not fully meet the current criteria
for FM diagnosis (84,85). Preliminary observations indicate that a subgroup of such patients may have IR as
an underlying metabolic abnormality. This interesting
group of patients has been labeled as having “fibromyalginess” by experts in this field (84,85).
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The concept of an association between HbA1c and
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